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The Mount David Summit is an annual celebration of student research, service-learning, and creative work at Bates College. Each year students from all classes present their work to each other and to faculty, staff, family, and community members in a symposium format at the end of the winter semester. The Summit spotlights the rich and varied academic activities of Bates students across the disciplines, and honors the vibrant intellectual life of the College.

Named for the landmark "mountain" on the campus, the Summit is guided by the motto of the College—Amore ac Studio—loosely translated, With Love and Zeal, With Ardor and Devotion—devotion to scholarship, creativity, and the life of the mind.

The Summit is sponsored by the Office of the Dean of the Faculty with generous funding from a grant from the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, support from the Mellon Learning Associates Program, and a gift from Ralph T. Perry '51 and Mary Louise Seldenfleur.
Hearings on U.S. Foreign Policy in the Middle East
Politics 253 Class Participants

Katelyn Adams '07
William Armstrong '07
Winton Black '07
Joseph Brown 'SP
Samuel Cutler '09
Elizabeth Denver '08
Michael Dwyer '09
Samuel Evans-Brown '09
Craig Friedman '10
Zachary Gorin '09
Peter Granquist '07
Jacob Hardy '08
Tara Higgins '09
Peter Hudson '10
Catherine Ickis '07
Kristopher Kane '09
Rachel Kaplan '09
John Leavitt '08

Emily Levine '09
Timothy Lewis '10
Curtis Marshall '07
Nicholas Mazuroski '09
Joanie Meharry '07
Julia Merriman '09
Lars-Erik Olofsson '07
James Pelletier '07
Andrew Percy '08
Griffin Peterson '09
Benjamin Reilly '08
Francis Saccomandi '08
Miriam Schaffer '09
Michael Stafford '09
Nicole Svirsky '09
Brooke Thorpe '08
Mark Westhuis '09
Matthew Ziino '07

Documenting the Genocide of the Tutsi in Rwanda
French 395H Class Participants

Catherine Cluett '08
Kathryn Conkling '09
Sumner Crosby '08
Hannah Davidoff '10
Laura French '07
Elizabeth Greenwood '07
Rachel Greenwood '09
Katharine Harmsworth-Morrissey '08
Mireille Ikirezi '07
Emily Katz '08
Caroline Lemoine '08
Kate Lyczkowski '09

Emily Maistrellis '08
Natasha Mayet '07
Brooke Miller '07
Dylan Morris '07
Anne Mueller '09
Cassandra Nehring '07
Aubrey Nelson '08
Elizabeth Nelson '09
Alicia Oas '09
Julia Resnick '08
Maren Vouga '09
Catherine Zimmermann '07
Working with Light: An Advanced Photographic Study
Kristin Masino '07
Lewiston-Auburn Industry and Labor
Nels Nelson '07

Chase Hall Gallery

Place Value: Bates FSA in China

Photographers
William Armstrong '07
Emily Crowley '08
Christian Flemming '08
Gregory Gersuk '08
Jeremy Grant '08
Michelle Ladonne '09

Pettengill G04

Photographers
Carson Lappetito '08
Maggie Maurer-Fazio, Economics
Hwei Ling Ng '09
Rosey Peng, Teaching Assistant
Gregory Sousa '08
Shuhui Yang, Chinese

Seventh Annual Off-Campus Study Photography Exhibition

Perry Atrium and Pettengill Lobby
Curated by David Das, Study Abroad Advisor and Mentoring Coordinator

Photographers
Katherine Allen '07
Allison Caine '07
Amanda Chisholm '08
Adrian Cohen '07
Theresa Conk '07
Lillian Conover '07
Sara Culver '07
Alden Davis '07
Adam Dengler '07
Alicia Dessain '07
Christine Fletcher '07
Laura French '07
Sara Gips '07
Alexis Grossman '07
Sara Gusky '07
Kaitlin Hagan '08
Rachel Harmeling '08
Nicholas Harty '07
Susan Hawes '08
Alissa Horowitz '08
Samuel Hostvedt '07
Natasha Kimmel '07
Hannah Kusinitz '07
Marsha Lamed '07
Stephanie LeBourdais '07
Dana Lee '07
Bennet Leon '07
N. Peter Lobozzo '08
Taegan McMahon '07
Brooke Miller '07
David Miller '08
Nels Nelson '07
Alison Neubauer '07
Hwei Ling Ng '09
Trang Nguyen '07
Sydney Perkins '09
Sarah Peters '08
Megan Petry '07
Erin Reed '08
Julia Resnick '08
John Reuter '07
Julia Rice '07
Jessica Ricker '07
Kathryn Rodden '07
David Rosenzweig '07
Kira Stewart '08
Jaleh Taheri '07
Brooke Thorpe '08
Rachel Warner '08
Carine Warsawski '07
Emily Williams '07
Christine Woll '07
Alix Zamansky '08
Catherine Zimmermann '07
Bates College Modern Dance Company

Dancers, Program A:
Jessica Baggia '07
Annie Carlton '10
Adrian Cohen '07
Samantha Coran '09
Marisela Fermin '08
Laura Golitko '08
Mirka Hlavacova '07
Alissa Horowitz '08
Nicole Kahn '10
Margaret Kinney '08
Angela Lorenzo '09
Katie Mack '10
Emily Maistrellis '08
Elizabeth Murphy '08

Elizabeth Ogden '10
Svitlana Orekhova '09
Gina Petracca '10
Erin Pitt '08
Katherine Reilly '10
Elizabeth Rogers '09
Claire Rosenfeld '10
Kimberly Russell '09
Meredith Sallee '07
Alicia Voukides '07
Marlena Weinberg '10
Irene Wood '09
Weili Zhang '07

Choreographers:
Emma Arenstam '08 (two pieces)
Adrian Cohen '07
Laura Golitko '08
Alissa Horowitz '08
Emily Maistrellis '08

Svitlana Orekhova '09
Gina Petracca '10
Katherine Reilly '10
Allison Spangler '10
Marlena Weinberg '10

Lighting Designers:
Emma Arenstam '08 (two pieces)
William Armstrong '07
Sean Bach '08
Chad Casey '08
Sulochana Dissanayake '09

Samuel Hewett '09
Joshua Lake '09
Stephen Lattanzi '08
G. Carl Noblitt '07